Improvement in Accuracy for Three-Dimensional Sensor (Faro Photon 120 Scanner)
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Abstract
The ability to provide actual information and attractive presentation, three-dimensional (3D) information has been widely used for many purposes especially for documentation, management and analysis. As a non-contact 3D sensor, terrestrial laser scanners (TLSs) have the capability to provide dense of 3D data (point clouds) with speed and accuracy. However, similar to other optical and electronic sensors, data obtained from TLSs can be impaired by errors coming from different sources. In order to ensure the high quality of the data, a calibration routine is crucial for TLSs to make it suitable for accurate 3D applications (e.g. industrial measurement, reverse engineering and monitoring). There are two calibration approaches available: 1) component, and 2) system calibration. Due to the requirement of special laboratories and tools to perform component calibration, the task cannot be carried out by most TLSs users. In contrast, system calibration only requires a room with appropriate targets. Through self-calibration, this study involved a system calibration for Faro Photon 120 scanner in a laboratory with dimensions of 15.5m x 9m x 3m and 138 well-distributed planar targets. Four calibration parameters were derived from well-known error sources of geodetic instruments. Data obtained using seven scan stations were processed, and statistical analysis (e.g. t-test) shows that all error models, the constant error (8.9mm), the collimation axis error (-4.3”), the trunnion axis error (-11.6”) and the vertical circle index error (8.0”) were significant for the calibrated 3D sensor.
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1. Introduction
Recently, three-dimensional (3D) model has been widely used for many purposes such as reverse engineering, medical, accident mapping, facility management, industrial measurement, monitoring and city modeling. In order to provide 3D information, there are several methods which can be used to acquire 3D data either using contact or noncontact scanners. Coordinates Measurement Machines (CMMs) is an example of contact scanner, which is very popular among mechanical engineers. However, there is restriction on the size of the object part scanned and also it can be slow in data acquisition rate because each point is generated sequentially at the tip of the probe has become the main drawback of CMMs method [1]. The tacheometer is a noncontact based scanner which can give better accuracy but it’s not only slow and cumbersome (during data collection phase) but most of the time this method also fail to provide the amount of detailed required [2]. Photogrammetry also noncontact scanner can be used to obtained 3D data but it required extensive manual editing and refinement for modeling purposes. With the rapid increase in speed and accuracy, and capability to provide 3D data (point clouds) directly, terrestrial laser scanners (TLSs) make it much easier to produce 3D models. Furthermore, their costs and sizes also have been continuously decreased. For that reason, TLSs have been chosen by many researchers for 3D modeling applications.

However, similar to other surveying instruments, TLSs have to be examined and calibrated regarding the instrumental and non-instrumental errors. Furthermore, the precision and the accuracy of the measurements should be determined regularly. As discussed earlier, the performance of TLSs is impressive regarding the data acquisition rate and accuracy is at centimetre level or better. However, the user needs to understand which scanner is the best-suited for a specific application. Schulz [3] in his study has listed some typical applications for TLSs with respect to the scanner precision (Figure 1).

According to Abdul and Halim [4], precision is defined as the closeness of the agreement between independent test results obtained compared and the mean value. Accuracy is defined as the closeness of the agreement between the result of a measurement and its true value. That means, even if a scanner is able to give better precision, it is not necessarily able to provide accurate measurement. This
argument arises because all electronic and optical instruments contain systematic errors. The precision can be determined by referring to manufacturer specification or by independent testing. Accuracy is different, it has to be evaluated through the deviation between the nominal and real value. In order to ensure the high quality of information provided by TLSs, calibration routine is very essential. Furthermore, the calibration process is very crucial to guarantee the data provided by the scanner meet the requirements of the job specifications.

2. Terrestrial Laser Scanners

TLSs is a non-contact sensor, optics-based instrument technology that collects three-dimensional (3D) data of a defined region of an object surface automatically and in a systematic pattern with a high data collecting rate. This capability has made TLSs widely applied for robust 3D reconstruction. In order to capture 3D point clouds that covering its entire field of view, laser source direction should be changed during scanning process. This can be performed either by rotating the laser source itself, or by using a system of rotating mirrors. The latter method is commonly used because mirrors are much lighter, faster and gives higher accuracy. This method may consist of either two scanning mirrors or one scanning mirror and a servomechanism. There are three different types of beam deflection units used in TLSs (Figure 1) as follows:

i. Oscillating mirrors;
ii. Rotating polygonal mirrors; and
iii. Monogon (flat) rotating mirrors.

Figure 2 shows that the type of laser beam deflection unit which represents the field of view (FOV) of the TLSs. According to Staiger [5] and Reshetyuk [6], there are three classifications of TLSs based on FOV as follows (Figure 3):

i. Camera scanner;
ii. Hybrid scanner; and
iii. Panoramic scanner.

Figure 3: Classification of TLSs based on field of view, (a) Camera scanner, (b) Hybrid scanner and (c) Panoramic scanner.

Camera scanner uses oscillating mirrors to deflect the laser beam about the horizontal and vertical axes of the scanner. The scanning head remains stationary during the scanning process. The system carry out their distance and angle measurement over a much more limited angular range and must be within a specific FOV (Figure 3a) of e.g. 40x40°, comparable to a photogrammetric camera [5].

Hybrid scanner has a horizontal FOV of 360° but a limited vertical FOV (Figure 3b). This scanner employs the oscillating or rotating polygonal mirrors (Figure 2) to deflect the laser beam in vertical and horizontal axes. With aid of servomotor, hybrid scanner is capable to be rotated by a small step around the vertical axis (horizontally). It works by scanning the vertical profile using a mirror system, and this process is repeated around the vertical axis until the scanner rotates a full 360°.

Monogon mirror used in panoramic scanner has improved the vertical FOV compared to hybrid scanner (Figure 3c). Using the same mechanism as hybrid scanner which is based on servomotor, this scanner is also capable of providing 360° horizontal FOV. These advantages of having a 360° horizontal FOV and nearly the same amount for vertical FOV has made panoramic scanner very useful for indoors scanning.

3. Calibration of Terrestrial Laser Scanners

There are many error sources to be modeled in TLSs measurements as discussed by Schulz [3], Böhler et al. [7], Gordon et al. [8] and Lichti [9]. Two approaches are available to investigate those errors, either separately (component calibration) or simultaneously (system calibration) which are based on statistical analysis (Figure 4).
2.1 Component Calibration

According to Schulz [3], component calibration requires precise knowledge of the scanner error model, and individual error is investigated separately in a specific experimental setup. All of these errors are identified separately in component calibration. In order to carry out this type of calibration, special facilities and device are required (Figure 5). Other than being used for calibration purposes, component calibration also performed to compare the performance of scanners from different models and manufacturers. Many studies regarding component calibration were made by Schulz [3], Gordon et al. [8], Brian et al. [10] and Kersten and Mechelke [11].

2.2 System Calibration

System calibration is generally used for the determination of all geometric parameters of a complete measurement system, which includes the interior (calibration parameters) and exterior orientation parameters of all the system components [12]. This calibration can be performed through self-calibration techniques. According to Reshetyuk [6], self-calibration for TLSs is the determination of all systematic errors of a terrestrial laser scanner simultaneously with all other system parameters.

In contrast to the component calibration, performing self-calibration doesn’t require special facilities or devices, only a room with appropriate targeting is required [13]. In order to de-correlate model variables and also to maximise the accuracy of the estimated systematic error parameters, the network used for the calibration should be designed carefully as discussed in Lichti [9].

4. Geometric Model for Self-Calibration

Due to the very limited knowledge regarding the inner functioning of modern terrestrial laser scanners, most researchers have made assumptions about a suitable error model for TLSs based on errors involve in reflectorless total stations [9]. Since the data measured by TLSs are range, horizontal and vertical angle, the equations for each measurement are augmented with systematic error correction model as follows [6]:

\[ \text{Range, } r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + z^2 + \Delta r} \]

\[ \text{Horizontal direction, } \phi = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{x}{y} \right) + \Delta \phi \]

\[ \text{Vertical angle, } \theta = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{z}{\sqrt{x^2 + y^2}} \right) + \Delta \theta \]

Where,

\( x, y, z \) = Cartesian coordinates of point in scanner space.

\( \Delta r, \Delta \phi, \Delta \theta \) = Systematic error model for range, horizontal angle and vertical angle, respectively.

Since this study was conducted on panoramic scanners (Faro Photon 120), the angular observations computed using Eq. (2) and (3) must be modified. This is due to the scanning procedure applied by panoramic scanner, which rotates only through 180° to provide 360° information for horizontal and vertical angles as depicted in Figure 6.
Based on Lichti (2010), the modified mathematical model for a panoramic scanner can be presented as follows:

\[
\varphi = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{x}{y}\right) - 180^\circ \tag{4}
\]

\[
\theta = 180^\circ - \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{z}{\sqrt{x^2 + y^2}}\right) \tag{5}
\]

The modified models above (Eq. 4 and Eq. 5) are only applicable when horizontal angle is more than 180° as shown in Figure 4. Otherwise, Eq. (2) and (3) will be used, which means that panoramic scanner has two equations for both angular observations.

According to Lichti [13], the systematic error models can be classified into two groups, physical and empirical parameters. The first group can be considered as basic calibration parameters which have been derived from the total station systematic error models. This group includes the constant, cyclic, collimation axis and, vertical circle index errors and others as described in Lichti and Licht [14]. The other group of error models is not necessarily apparent and may be due to geometric defects in construction and/or electrical cross-talk and may be system dependent. These are inferred from systematic trends visible in the residuals of a highly-redundant and geometrically strong, minimally-constrained least-square adjustment. Lichti [9] has identified 21 systematic errors model from phase-based scanner (Faro 880).

However, this study will focuses on the most significance systematic errors model as applied by Reshetuk [6] in his study as follows:

i. Systematic error model for range.
\[ \Delta r = a_0 \tag{6} \]

ii. Systematic error model for horizontal angle.
\[ \Delta \varphi = b_0 \sec \theta + b_1 \tan \theta \tag{7} \]

Where,
\[ b_0 = \text{Collimation axis error} \]
\[ b_1 = \text{Trunnion axis error} \]

iii. Systematic error model for vertical angle.
\[ \Delta \theta = c_0 \tag{8} \]

Lichti et al. [15] mentioned that systematic error models for panoramic scanner can be recognised based on the trends in the residuals from a least squares adjustment that excludes the relevant calibration parameters. In most cases, the trend of un-modelled systematic error closely resembles the analytical form of the corresponding correction model. Figure 7 shows the trend of the adjustment residuals for systematic error model.

Based on Figure 7, all systematic error models are identified by plotting a graph of adjusted observations against residuals. The graph of adjusted range against its residuals (Figure 7a) will indicate a constant error ($a_0$) if the trends appear like an sloping line. When residuals of the horizontal observations are plotted against the adjusted vertical angles a trend like the secant function, mean that the scanner has significant collimation axis error (Figure 7b). Trunnion axis error can be identified by having a trend like tangent function as shown in Figure 7c. For vertical index error, by plotting a graph of adjusted horizontal angles against vertical angles residual, this systematic error model is considered exist when the trend looks like the big curve as depicted in Figure 7d.

In order to perform self-calibration bundle adjustment, the captured $x$, $y$, $z$ of the laser scanner observations need to be expressed as functions of the position and orientation of the laser scanner in a global coordinate system [16]. Based on rigid-body transformation, for the $j^{th}$ target scanned from the $i^{th}$ scanner station, the equation is as follows:

\[
x = R_{ij}(X_j - X_{Si}) + R_{2j}(Y_j - Y_{Si}) + R_{3j}(Z_j - Z_{Si}) \tag{9}
\]

\[
y = R_{12}(X_j - X_{Si}) + R_{22}(Y_j - Y_{Si}) + R_{32}(Z_j - Z_{Si})
\]

\[
z = R_{13}(X_j - X_{Si}) + R_{23}(Y_j - Y_{Si}) + R_{33}(Z_j - Z_{Si})
\]

Where,
\[ [x \ y \ z] = \text{Coordinates of the target in the scanner coordinate system} \]
\[ \gamma R_3 = \text{Components of rotation matrix between the two coordinate systems for the } i^{th} \text{ scanner station} \]
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_j, Y_j, Z_j
\end{bmatrix} = \text{Coordinates of the } j^{th} \text{ target in the global coordinate system}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_{Si}, Y_{Si}, Z_{Si}
\end{bmatrix} = \text{Coordinates of the } i^{th} \text{ scanner station in the global coordinate system}
\]

5. Experiment Description

As shown in Figure 8, a self-calibration target field has been established in a laboratory with dimensions 15.5m x 9m x 3m. The 138 black and white targets were distributed on the four walls and ceiling based on conditions stated by Lichti [9].

Seven scan stations were used to observe the targets. As shown in Figure 9, five scan stations were located at each corner and centre of the room. The other two were positioned close to the two corners with the scanner orientation manually rotated 90° from scanner orientation at the same corner. In all cases the height of the scanner was placed midway between the floor and the ceiling.

In this experiment, the scan resolution was set to the 1/4 setting which is equivalent to the medium resolution. Higher resolution scans were not captured due to the longer time required to complete the scanning. Furthermore, medium resolution also was sufficient for Faroscene software to extract all targets except for those which have high incidence angle.

After the scanning and target measurement processes were completed, a bundle adjustment was performed with precision settings based on the manufacturer’s specification, which were 2mm for distance and 0.009º for both angle measurements. After two iterations, the bundle adjustment process converged.

5. Self-Calibration Results

In contrast with the hybrid scanner, the residual patterns of a panoramic scanner bundle adjustment can be used to detect the systematic error trends. As a result, other than statistical analysis, observation residual patterns are also used in this analysis. After performing the bundle adjustment process without any calibration parameters, residual patterns were plotted as a function of the adjusted observations as shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12.

Fig. 9: Scanner locations during self-calibration.

Fig. 10: Range residuals as a function of adjusted range for the adjustment without calibration parameters.

Fig. 11: Horizontal angle residuals as a function of adjusted vertical angles for the adjustment without calibration parameters.
Fig. 12: Vertical angle residuals as a function of adjusted horizontal angles for the adjustment without calibration parameters.

Based on the sample of residual patterns shown in Figure 7, all significant systematic errors were investigated using the graphs from Figures 10 to 12. There are no systematic errors exhibited in both horizontal and vertical angles observations except for the range. The residual pattern graph has obviously demonstrated the trend of inclining line. Further analysis has been performed by running the bundle adjustment again using the calibration parameters. Results of the calibration parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Calibration parameters and their standard deviation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calibration Parameters</th>
<th>$a_0 \pm \sigma_{a_0}$</th>
<th>$b_0 \pm \sigma_{b_0}$</th>
<th>$b_1 \pm \sigma_{b_1}$</th>
<th>$c_0 \pm \sigma_{c_0}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values (mm/°)</td>
<td>8.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>-4.3 ± 0.9</td>
<td>-11.6 ± 3.4</td>
<td>8.0 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 presents the RMS of residuals for each observable group for the cases without and with the self-calibration. The results of RMS shows the improvement in accuracy for up to 27% by implementing self-calibration procedure.

Table 2: RMS of residuals from the adjustments without and with self-calibration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observable</th>
<th>RMS (without self-calibration)</th>
<th>RMS (with self-calibration)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range (mm)</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal angle (°)</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical angle (°)</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to have a high accuracy solution regarding the significant of the estimated systematic error models, statistical tests were performed. All calibration parameters were tested to investigate their significant. The hypotheses were set as follows:

$H_0$: The parameter is not significant.

$H_A$: The parameter is significant.

Using 95% confidence level, the results of the test are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Significant test for calibration parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of scanner stations</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree of freedom</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical value for ‘t’ (95%)</td>
<td>1.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration Parameters</td>
<td>Calculated ‘t’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Constant error ($a_0$)</td>
<td>2.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Collimation axis error ($b_0$)</td>
<td>4.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Trunnion axis error ($b_1$)</td>
<td>3.412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vertical circle index error ($c_0$)</td>
<td>7.273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Yes – Significant, No – Not Significant

Results from Table 3 above show that null hypothesis was rejected for all parameters. This indicates that those parameters are significant to the scanner observations. Even though the graphs of residual pattern above (Figure 10, 11 and 12) illustrated that only constant error was present in the observation, but mathematically all of error models are significant. As a conclusion, to ensure that the calibrated scanner (Faro Photon 120) gives accurate measurement, all point clouds are needed to be refined by applying all four systematic error models of $a_0$, $b_0$, $b_1$ and $c_0$.

6. Conclusion

A self-calibration of the Faro Photon has been conducted over a dense 3D target field. The adjustment results were evaluated using graphs, which were based on residual pattern graph and mathematically utilising statistical analysis procedures. The differences between the RMS of residuals for adjustment with and without calibration parameters show an improvement up to 27%. Using the (t-test), the significant test was performed and the results show that all calibration parameters are statistically significant.
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